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GDi Ensemble W4

Plan, forecast & schedule

Meet service level goals
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On-the-go scheduling and tracking

Real-time operational intelligence

GDi Ensemble W4 is the most extensive cloud-based workforce management software consisting 
of web and mobile applications that enable organizations from different industries to efficiently 
plan, forecast, and schedule work and related resources to meet service level goals. It provides for 
the complete management of work orders, people, and processes at all stages of any task, across 
all departments, at any location, and under various working conditions. Our solution provides 
complete real-time operational intelligence, enabling evaluation of how and when work is being 
done, and determination of progress status for all work items.
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Why GDi?

Say hello to efficiency
Workforce management at your fingertips.

Experienced Data Production and GIS 
regional competence center for 30 years

Best practice sharing and localization in 
12+ markets 

Successfully digitized the most complex 
processes in the telecom sector and central 
government

Multi-disciplinary international team of 
experts experienced in delivering customer 
orientated solutions resulting in simple 
end-user adoption of application

Leader of producing digital twins for 
multi-industry projects

Owner of 100% of IPR for propriety solutions
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WHERE?WHAT?WHO? WHEN?

Back-office, internal 
technicians, dispatchers 
and sub-contractors

Easily coordinate 
sub-contractors
and service partners

Automated scheduling 
optimization

End to end operations 
management, complete 
transparency 

Easily create reoccurring 
orders specific to your 
work process

Analytical quantitative and 
qualitative 
work order management

Ensemble W4 can be used 
on any device at any 
location

Geographical routing, 
monitoring & dispatching

Simple form filler connected 
to geographical data 

Real-Time scheduling with 
real-time location tracking

Time and work reporting

Work order process 
modeling

Contact us!

www.gdi.net
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Cost Reduction, 
Customer Satisfaction

Reduce business risk 

Increase competitive 
advantage

04 Reduce down-time and error

05Increase awareness at all times

Transparency of resource utilization, 
quality and overall efficiency  

Insuring regulatory compliance 
and reducing business risk  

Managing insight to increase 
competitive advantage over 
competition via improved efficiency 

In time detection of bottle-necks and 
timely mitigation

Integration with IoT sensors to ensure 
real-time field tracking

Benefits


